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Welcome,
I set up Fashion Fiesta in 2015. It was a way of combining two of my 
passions: fashion, and raising money for charity. Fashion Fiesta has 
grown considerably over the last few years, thanks to the dedication of a 
great team of volunteers. 

One purpose of tonight’s show is to raise money for our chosen charities, 
which is fantastic.This year we are raising money for Simon on the 
Streets and Peer Support Yorkshire. 

The other purpose is to provide an environment for those in (or aspiring 
to be in) the creative industries to network, to grow, and to succeed. 

As a business owner, I completely understand that attempting to thrive 
without a strong support network is incredibly daunting. I have been 
fortunate to meet some incredible people along my journey, that have 
become my support network. This is what I want to create for the budding 
entrepeneurs who are showcasing thier work tonight.

Tonight is about providing a platform for these talented creatives 
to unleash their potential, whilst giving them insight into the world of 
business. The old saying, ‘It’s not what you know, 
it’s who you know’ can be frutstratingly true - 
so get out there and network!

Thank you very much for reading my 
memo. Enjoy your evening, it’s going 
to be a great night!

Rachel Hatfield,
Founder of Fashion Fiesta

#fashionfiesta18



tonight...
Doors open, seats taken, music from Phatman Bibs
Introduction from Founder Rachel Hatfield and MC Jane 
Bytheway
Show begins
 Sophie Phillips - Footprints on Forever
 Mel Fox - MGE The G In Me
 Debbie Wilkinson - Fruit Bats & Screwballs
 Faye Hindle - Faye Hindle Studio
 Jennifer White - Jenny White Designs
 Siobhan Thomas - What’s Your Skirt
 Stacey Gilyard - Sunset Strip
 Laura Sedman - Laurelle Woman
 Irina Marinenko - Lattikka Style
 Aishah Khan - Amelleclothingco
 Intunu Adeniyi - Y & R Couture
 Tnisha Reanne Brown - The Body Bag
 Rochelle Flores - Elle & Ark
 Iram Hussain - Rosa
 Darecca Tarasek - Dazarockz
 Shamim Aktar - Sha-meem Design Studio
 Barbra Asiimwe - Isaro Collections
 Sonya Bachra-Bynre & Liam Byrne - AVIE
 Iqra Rafiq - Creative Seams
 Berenice Gilmour - Drunk in love Couture
 Xaria Castro
 Krishma Sabbarwal
Show closes
Winners announced
After party at DoubleTree Hilton, Skybar, Leeds

18:00
18:30

18:40

20:30
20:40
21:00
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Judging you
Angela Riches
Editor and owner of H&N Magazine

Laura Mate
Freelance Photographer, art director & Stylist

Stephanie Smith
fashion editor, stylist & writer at yorkshire post

Clyde Sheriffe
Creative Director at Mara Ya Pili Studio

Stuart Hyde
owner of stuart hyde Associated Ltd

Aimee Wilkinson
aql Business Operations Co-ordinator



criteria
O r i g i n a l i t y  [ 1 - 2 0 ]

C o n c e p t  [ 1 - 2 0 ]

c r a f t m a n s h i p  [ 1 - 2 0 ]

c o m m e r c i a l  a w a r e n e s s  [ 1 - 2 0 ]

s u s ta i n a b i l i t y  [ 1 - 2 0 ]

s c a l e

The maximum score each designer can obtain on the night is 100, as each 
criteria is worth up to 20 points each. The designer with the highest score 
will be our winner on the night.

EXCEPTIONAL [17-20]
EXCELLENT [13-16]
VERY GOOD [9-12]
GOOD [5-8]
AVERAGE [1-4]

Is the collection unique? Does it have it’s own personality? Is it set apart from the 
rest?

What is the idea/intention behind the collection? Does it tell a story? Is it emotive? 
Is there a theme?

Does it display a high level of skill and ability?

Could you see the designs being worn around the city, or on the high street? Are 
they commercial?

A really key part of fashion that has been rising over recent years. Are the garments 
ethically sourced? Both in their material and the method in which they were 
constructed.







Q&A with sponsor: 
Tom, the agenci

Describe yourself in 5 words:
I’m just happy old me.
 
What motivated you to get involved in Fashion Fiesta?
A passion for fashion and the arts. I wanted to support both and give something 
back whilst hopefully helping people to realise their dreams. I am also a big 
supporter of dance in the region and passionate advocate of Yorkshire Dance.
 
If you could describe yourself as one item of clothing, what would it be?
Baker Boy Cap
 
Have you ever had what could be described as a ‘Fashion Disaster’?
Too many to mention.
 
What are you most likely to be seen in at the weekend? 
Kickboxing Saturday then jeans t-shirt hoodie then later white shirt, retro tie, 
mismatched tweed waistcoat with pocket watch, jeans and a good pair of brown 
boots. 

How would you describe your style?
Country Gent meets Peaky Blinders
 
How well do you feel you get to express yourself with 
clothing in the workplace?
Fully, I am who I am. 
 
What piece of advice would you give to 
entrepreneurs just getting started?
Follow your dreams and do what you enjoy. You 
are a long time dead. If you can do what you 
enjoy and get paid for it you will succeed. 

w w w . t h e a g e n c i . c o m





I am delighted to return to support Fashion Fiesta for a third year.  It’s fantastic 
to see so much planning and energy go into delivering the event, which can 
be life changing for those designers and models taking part; but which also 
supports charitable causes.  The organisers – Rachel, Chris and the rest of 
the steering and planning teams do a brilliant job to give us an entertaining 
evening.  I pass on my grateful thanks to them all.
 Once again I congratulate all those designers, makeup artists and 
models showcasing their talents at the event, and hope you will continue to 
be resilient and determined as you continue on your exciting journeys and 
for some of you into successful careers.
 Do make the most of the evening – this is not a time to be shy.  You 
have just a few short hours to seek out and take fantastic opportunities to 
reconnect with previous contacts and find new ones.  Starting a conversation 
to learn something new about a few people, could be all it takes to help 
move your life closer to the success you seek.  
 Time and again I see people walk into networking situations and 
miss the abundance of opportunities that exist.  If you want to effectively 
network don’t boast about who you are and what you’re brilliant at.
 You’ve decided this is a good room to be in. And there could be 
some great opportunities during the evening.  Will you take them?
 Take time to research who will be in the room? Wouldn’t it be even 
better if you can identify some of the people attending in advance, including 
influential people in their industry?   
 Once you’ve been introduced (by someone you know to someone 
you don’t) take time to learn about their achievements, interests, networks 
and skills and what they’re planning next?  Listen a lot, and talk only a little.  
This is learning time, and by listening you might just pick up a few snippets, 
gems, problems and challenges that you might just be able to help that 
person resolve with what you can offer.
 I urge you to learn about who knows who and hopefully start 
conversations that could lead you to that STAR connection that could be life 
changing.  
 One of the objectives of Fashion Fiesta 2018 is to help raise funds 
for Peer Support Yorkshire and Simon on the Streets.  I hope everyone can 
do something to help both very worthy charities to move forward with their 

Leave Everything Out On The 
Catwalk



incredibly hard work. With so many organisations that have community 
interests competing for ever diminishing funds, then the help of everyone 
attending tonight is vital.
 If you can contribute a donation, or buy a raffle ticket great.  But also 
consider what else you can do to raise awareness for these organisations.  
Something that doesn’t cost money, just a few minutes of your time.  Perhaps 
write your own blog, make a posting of a few words or photos to social media.  
You know you’re good at Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest... so make 
the most of them. Share your content about the event with your contacts 
and followers. As well as talking to people offline let’s get #FashionFiesta18 
trending.
 The charities too have a great opportunity to connect with others.  
With grants for organisations doing social good becoming so competitive, 
it’s time to look at alternative forms of income generation.  Don’t forget the 
Enterprise in Social Enterprise. Many organisations fail because they rely on 
grants and donations that can eventually dry up.
 Back at your community hub why not brainstorm the possibilities, 
involving your Trustees, staff, volunteers and people who use services.  Get 
them to contribute any and all ideas about how additional funds could be 
raised.  Tell them no idea is a daft idea and everything will be seriously 
considered. Grab the idea now, evaluate it later.  This way you might find 
some really great opportunities, something you haven’t thought of before.
 But before then, the evening of Fashion Fiesta 18 gives you a real 
opportunity to connect with businesses who may really want to make a 
difference to communities and the causes you exist for. Many businesses 
have a social responsibility agenda and are waiting to contribute to the right 
cause.
 So Charities please, don’t leave Fashion Fiesta 18 thinking “If only”.  
Do your preparation and think about the questions you need to ask people 
and businesses.  
 Leave everything out on the catwalk! I urge you to please 
connect with a range of people, talk about the good causes we are here to 
support and about how each of us might help you.  
 I hope you all have a fabulous and enjoyable evening and that you 
can support both charities to make such a difference to the communities 
they serve.

Phillip Parramore - founder of Guide Dot You
w w w . g u i d e d o t y o u . c o . u k





team work makes 
the dream work

Rachel Hatfield
founder

Chris Morris
sponsorship director

Victoria Reddington
creative director

Rose ILIFF
marketing manager

gilda smith-leigh
event organiser

Shareen Kellett
sponsorship organiser

alice armitage

mollie Phillips
backstage director

ahroob jabbar
social media manager & graphic 
designer

#fashionfiesta18

Insta: @rachelroselyn
Twitter: @rosiehat

Insta: @roseiliff
Twitter: @rose_iliff

Insta: 
@alicemayarmitage

Insta: @molliephillipsmua
Twitter: @muamollie

Connect with me on 
LinkedIn!
www.shoosocialmedia.co.uk

Insta: shareenkellett77

Insta: @vic_reddington
www.fashionpony.co.uk
www.glocouture.co.uk

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn!

Insta: @ahroobjabbar
Twitter: @AhroobJabbar



designers
Footprints on Forever - Sophie Phillips
@footprintsonforever
Footprints on Forever is a homegrown business 
specialising in designing and making comfortable clothes 
for all ages and sizes.Our designs are practical and 
funky, and appeal to both adults and children. We have 
collaborated with Pear Tree to create an exclusive line of 
organic jersey which will be in the key collection show.

Fruitbats and Screwballs - 
Debbie Wilkinson
@fruitbatsandscrewballs
I love wool and all the fabrics you can make with it. I have 
strong views that Fashion needs to clean up it’s act with 
regards to child labour and waste.My grandmother is the 
inspiration behind my designs.

Faye Hindle Studio - Faye Hindle
@fayehindlestudio
Winner of Fashion Fiesta 2017. A ready to wear 
womenswear & Accessories label based in Yorkshire. 
The design aesthetic is always evolving, from structured 
silhouettes to unusual textures and inconventional 
techniques. Using natual fibres, fur and leather as the 
foundation of the items. Each piece will be slightly 
different as they are made on a very small scale.

MGE Clothing - Mel Fox
@mgetheginme
My passion for life, people, uniqueness, evolvement 
and empowerment dared me to believe in my Power 
and Potential. The label represents and speaks to the 
individual uniqueness and The G that resides within each 
one of us. God, Greatness, Genius, Gift, Guru, General, 
Goddess, Gangsta, Glory, Grattitude, Gamechanger.



What’s Your Skirt? - Siobhan Thomas
@whatsyourskirt
A new fashion brand that specialise in elegant, luxurious, 
beautifully crafted skirts. Offering ready-to-wear lines 
as well as couture bespoke pieces our signature style 
is feminine and quirky coupled with high quality fabrics 
sourced locally in the UK. The core inspiration for the 
collection is ‘The Confident Woman’, a go getter who 
knows her identity.

Sunset Strip - Stacey Gilyard
@sta_ce91
Envision the famous Ibiza sunset strip as the catwalk... 
aimed at the young, this collection is for a Woman who 
aspires to be sexy from dusk till dawn. Primary inspiration 
started with Chinese culture - initially exploring a timeline 
of Womenswear silhouettes from as far as the 16th 
Century through to present day.

Laurelle Woman - Laura Sedman
@laurellewoman
Launched just over a year ago, the brand has just 
launched it’s 4th collection. The collections are inspired by 
the catwalk and the brand aims to bring a sense of luxury 
at an affordable price. The brand believes in how clothing 
makes you feel and how important dressing can affect 
your mood. Their pieces are confident yet comfortable.

Jenny White Designs - Jennifer White
@jwdressmaker
Jennifer has been making clothes since she was 12 on 
her mum’s sewing machine. Jenny White Designs offer 
glamour with a wearable approach. On the catwalk 
tonight is the first collection, a 50’s meets modern style 
inspired by Hollywood movies. All garments are designed, 
made and handfinished using locally sourced fabrics.



YR Couture - Intunu Adeniyi
@ynrcouture
Founded in 2010. Winner of UK Nigeria Society 
Achievement Award 2018. The collection reflects and 
combines distinctive Western and African concept to 
create innovative designs.

Tnisha Reanne Browne
After the loss of a family member who died in an unpro-
voked attack in Leeds City Centre, Tnisha channelled this 
pain into her final year project. The Body Bag is the name 
of this collection, and the shape, style and fabrics have 
all been informed by an emotional response to the event. 
Dedicated to Marlon Small.

Aishah Khan
@amelleclothingco
The collection is call ‘Unpredicatable’ with the theme 
‘Water’. The colletion consists of 5 high-end womenswear 
outfits, and target 25-30 year olds. Fabrics include satin, 
cotton and linen.  This collection includes PVC, to appear 
water-resistant.

Lattikka - Irina Marinenko
@lattikkastyle
Lattikka is the lens through which I view the world - 
fashion, philosophy, creative ambition. At the heart of 
Lattikka is individuality - both my own and that of my 
customers. Inspiration is hard to pin down: sometimes it is 
a singular flash of creativity, others a long and meticulous 
process. Ultimately though, love of the craft is beneath it 
all.



Elle & Ark - Rochelle Flores
@elle.and.ark
After graduating, Rochelle felt lost. Through fitness she 
found slef-confidence and a passion for weightlifting. 
I have a strong love for the aesthetic love of fashion & 
wanted to incorporate that into athleisure wear.

Iram Hussain
@_ixh.2_
This collection is based on Rosa Parks and black civil 
rights movements, past and present. Delicate fabrics 
represent Rosa Parks, harsh and strong fabrics represent 
Trayvon Martin.

Daza Rockz - Darecca Tarasek
@dazarockz
Winner of Fashion Fiesta 2016. Darecca graduated in 2010 
with a degree and diploma in fashion from Leeds College 
of Art and has been working in the industry ever since. 
Darecca is a creative person and loves to use fabric and 
embellishments to express this.

Sha-Meen Design Studio - Shamim Aktar
@sakhtar105
Shamim has been passionate about fashion from a 
young age and used to make her dolls clothes. She has 
worked in the industry but gave this up to look after her 
children. Shamim loves evening wear & using rich fabrics, 
and describes her designs as eastern & western fused 
together.



AVIE - Sonya Bachra Byrne & Liam Byrne
@avie_official
Created by a duo with a background in Fashion Design, 
Photography, Architecture & Art. Their debut collection is 
called Edition 1.0 and is a luxury, modern, elevated version 
of wardrobe staples focusing on outerwear pieces.

Creative Seams - Iqra Rafiq
@creatiiveseams_
Inspiration for the collection has been drawn from nature, 
architecture and interesting shapes. Roof tile and slates 
informed the designs, as well as East Asian Culture.  The 
collection has pushed Iqra out of her comfort zone as she 
uses a pallette of vibrant and contrasting colours.

Isaro Collections - Barbara Assimwe
@isarocollections
Retails fashion and accessories made by individual 
designers in local communities. Based strongly on the 
power of the three Es: Enable, Empower, Engage.  These 
values are aimed to develop confidence, independence 
and skills for the designers of young entrepreneurs in 
fashion and design.



Xaria Castro
@xaiisyourboss
The collection shown tonight has been inspired by 
Korean Culture and music, specifically Kpop. Kpop is a 
rising industry, and Xaira hopes to bring awareness of the 
culture and music through her collection.

Krishma Sabbarwal
@krishmasabbarwal
Shortlisted for the Eco Designer of the Future 2018. The 
collection is inspired by Grenfell Tower, her childhood 
growing up in the 00’s and the council estate her parents 
business was located on.

Berenise Gillmor
@drunkinlovecouture
Bespoke bridal wear to reflect your individuality and 
persona. Your wedding day is a chance to show the world 
who you really are, and your chosen gown should echo 
this. This collection emphasises the individuality of women 
and aims to reflect the beauty, strength and personality of 
each one of you. Sui Generis: of it’s own kind; in a class by 
itself; unique (Latin).



makeup artists

Mollie Phill ips @moll iephi l l ipsmua

Jo Pallan  @jopal lan

Kiren Virdi  @kv_al lure

Pam West  @pamwestmakeup

Geeta Dhiman  @mua_geeta

Jacqueline Lindsay  @jackyl indsay

Nadine Tan  @nadinetanbeauty

Tashi Brown @4facesmua

Our makeup artists have created the neutral looks for all of the 
models on our catwalk tonight. They have also sent portfolios 
to the judges, and have been judged on these prior to tonight’s 
show. Take a look at their instagrams to see more of their work.

#fashionfiesta18
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models
Fiona Harrington
Jessica Bannon
Katie Oxley

Khurram Yaseen @kerry_ch96
Mabz Beet @imdbeet
Sandeep Singh @sandeep94march

Abbey Halliwell @abbeyhalliwell
Ana Cansado @us.are.art
Ann Thompson @annthompson3
Bryony Solly @bcsolly
Charlotte Garston @garston_charl
Emily Bielby @emilyrosebielby
Francesca Brooke-Fenton @francescabrookfenton
Frances Dixon @frances.dixon.102
Georgia @jakegeorgiabeetham
Jamara Brisett @quxxnbrii_
Jasmin Gordon @jasmineloretta
Laura Moore @laura_aimee97
Lisa Doran @lisa.doran.56
Lola Paul @misspaul
Megan Katie G @megankatieg
Melfina @melzxo_
Mel Petty @melissaida
Stephanie Ward-Wilson @stephaniesparkles79
Taja Thompson @taj_x
Tamiah Messado @toffeetee
Tanya Taylor @tanyataylormodel
Toni Boamah @toniboamah
Alisia
Anna Biktimirova
Chelsea
Dik Maya Pun
Natalie Laurence
Ruby Kaur Sohal

Modelling last years winner Faye Hindle’s collection around 
aql tonight:

Models on the catwalk:

Khloe Atkinson
Millie Marsh
Samantha Marriott



A professional designer for almost 10 years, I’ve been lucky to face some 
pretty exciting opportunities throughout my career, but none so big as the 
most recent – starting my own business! Being a business owner has always 
been a goal for me. Going through redundancy was tough, but I quickly 
understood the universe was telling me it was now or never, and I seized the 
opportunity to become my own boss. Building on all the bits of my career 
that I’d loved – the clients, the creativity, and a super hands-on approach - I 
launched into setting up my event styling and bespoke prop business.
  One of my favourite parts of the process is consulting with clients 
and getting to understand what makes them tick. A really important tool at 
this stage is the trend boards. These give a little nod to the coming year’s top 
colours and themes, and although each celebration is of course completely 
unique, these really help to inspire a starting point for the event’s style story. 
The trend boards begin with what I see in magazines and in the shops, from 
which I then create projections of what the landscape will look like in 12-18 
months time. I am lucky to have a close group of fellow designer friends who 
work across many different fields, so we regularly discuss the trends we see 
coming through – it makes a huge difference being able to compare notes 
with individuals you trust, and gives you much more confidence in your 
decisions! 
  At the heart of each of my trend stories is the individual. They are 
the life and soul of the party after all. All I do is add a little personal twist 
and sparkle to make each event as unique and memorable as possible. So 
without further ado, here’s an exclusive sneak peek at some of 2019’s top 
summer styling trends to help inspire your next celebration…

La Vie Boheme combines the wonder of the natural world with the rawness 
of industrial materials. The mood is elegant yet relaxed and fun, allowing the 
focus to be all on enjoying time with friends and family. Centred around a 
dramatic suspended paper tassel installation, other key elements include 
wire centrepieces dressed with colourful birds, touches of copper, luscious 
greenery and contrasting chartreuse linen napkins. The overall palette is 



Charlotte Boon,party stylist, bespoke design & prop hire
w w w . c b s t y l i n g . c o . u k Ben Reece (@benreece7) supported 

photography used in the moodboards..

jewel-like, and lighting is kept soft, supplied only by brilliantly coloured 
candles and the tiniest of fairy lights, in keeping with a celebration that 
begins during the day and extends into the late hours.

The Simple Life story is one that sings with low-key luxury. Mixing rustic 
materials with delicate, airy lace creates an easy, feminine mood ideal for a 
late summer al fresco soiree. Presented atop low-lying pallet board tables 
and surrounded by marshmallowy cushions, the laid back atmosphere is 
enhanced by vintage tableware, linen napkins and gauzy hessian place 
settings topped with a Lady’s Mantle posy. Natural wooden elements 
juxtapose with an oversized toppled chandelier for a little bit of theatre. 
Chunky pillar candles and sumptuous sheep’s wool blankets create a cosy 
tranquil atmosphere as the sun drops low in the late summer sky. 

And not forgetting the kids! The Taco ‘Bout A Party story is where the Wild 
West meets cool Cuban carnival spirit. Hand-painted signposts lead the 
way to an enchanting hideaway bedecked in streamers and bunting. Kooky 
artificial cacti adorn the pallet picnic table, along with brightly enamelled 
tin can flower pots bringing some greenery to the party. Fairy lights strung 
amongst the trees create an authentic campfire atmosphere, guaranteed 
to get imaginations galloping. Enhancing the Wild West theme, a cactus 
shaped piñata stuffed with tempting treats, and rolled up cowboy style 
blankets for snuggling down once the party’s all wrapped up. 
  So that’s Summer 2019’s exclusive sneak peek. I’m always up for a 
chat over a coffee, so feel free to get in touch for further information or to 
arrange a free consultation to discuss your next party or event. Each package 
is tailored to the individual, whatever the occasion, location or budget.



Donate...
An outreach-based charity that 
supports rough sleepers in Leeds, 
Bradford, Huddersfield and 
other areas of West Yorkshire, 
concentrating on those that are 
excluded from or who refuse to work 
with other services. Its service users 
are often men and women with no 
support network, they often suffer 
from both undiagnosed mental and 
physical health issues.



win!
Tonight to raise money for our incredible charities, we ask you to 
purchase a raffle ticket, and be in with a chance of winning a prize! All 
of these prizes have been donated by local businesses and include...

..and more!

#fashionfiesta18

3 Course Meal with wine included from Banyan in Ilkley
Tote bag from last year’s winning designer, Faye Hindle

Family Portrait Session worth £250 from MI&Co The Portrait Studio
Free 45 minute Sports Massage from Flo Massage Leeds

Haircut & Colour worth £30, Kelly Benson Hair

10 Handcrafted greetings cards worth £25, Titus & Lola cards
Makeover worth £30, Grace Mae MUA

Free Beard shave or haircut, Nathan at Kinkobe Salon
Makeup goody-bag worth £15, Kiko Milano

Free Facial, The Beauty Wardrobe
Free Meal, The Yard Ilkley

Free Meal, Everybody’s Gusieley
Free Meal, Ticket Office Ilkley

Free Lipstick and Foundation, Natalie Meachin Makeup



thanks!
A huge thank you to all of our volunteers that have made tonight 
possible!

#fashionfiesta18

Front and Backstage
Lauren Brown
Rachel Moore

Karen Angelina Kelly
Caroline Fawdington

Rose Dyson
Julie Dyson

Rachel Priestley
Ashlan Hindley

Jo Pallan

Photographers
Charles Waller
Andrew Burton
David Trowell

Gholam Sherafati
William Hardy

Simon On The Streets
Fahad Khan

Tracey Ellerton
Sarah Curry

PEER Support Yorkshire
Cath Knibbs

Suzy Sheppherd
Vicky Roberts

Flowers
Dani from Deluxe Blooms

@deluxeblooms
Floral Dance 

www.floraldance.co.uk
Erica Berry Flowers 

www.ericaberryflowers.co.uk

Logo Design
Ellie Smith @elliesmith314

Ahroob Jabbar @ahroobjabbar



Bringing stories to 
life to best promote 

your business

T: 0113 831 3152    E: mark@catapultfilms.co.uk    
www.catapultfilms.co.uk

promotional films  l  web films  
testimonial films  l  event & training films    



Q&A with victoria Reddington, 

fashion pony
What motivated you to get involved in Fashion Fiesta?
A passion for fashion and the arts. I wanted to support both and give something 
back whilst hopefully helping people to realise their dreams.
 
If you could describe yourself as one item of clothing, what would it be?
A wide legged pair of tailored trousers in a colour pop shade. Why? Because at 
heart they are a hard working, get-the-job done piece of kit just like me! The colour 
is important as I like to stand out and have fun whilst getting the job done. 
 
Have you ever had what could be described as a ‘Fashion Disaster’?
I don’t believe in fashion disasters! I love stand out style and fashion is objective. 
One person’s disaster is another’s idea of perfection! Personally, I love clashing 
prints. Stripes, leopard, floral... I love to mix and match in the same outfit. But I know 
that would be some people’s idea of a ‘disaster’. I love fashion because it’s individual. 
You do you. Don’t be afraid to make mistakes and own your individuality!
 
How well do you feel you get to express yourself with clothing in the workplace?
I work in fashion, digital and events so I’m very lucky that I get away with wearing 
what I want! However, as I come from quite a ‘traditional’ office based background 
(the male dominated and extremely corporate world of large advertising agencies) 
I am able (and still do like) to occasionally trot out some serious ‘Mad Men’-esque 
style... I mean, who doesn’t love a Louboutins and pencil skirt mix every now and 
again?!
 
What piece of advice would you give to entrepreneurs just 
getting started?
Be unrelenting and never give up. ‘Success’ as an 
entrepreneur is 99% down sheer bloody mindedness. 
But don’t forget to help others while you climb your 
own personal Everest; the connections you make 
are more important than you realise right now. 
Oh, and don’t have your office as your house. You 
can’t stay motivated wearing pajamas and eating 
cheese. 

w w w . f a s h i o n p o n y . c o . u k



Blacks Solicitors LLP
City Point, 29 King Street 
Leeds, LS1 2HL

www.LawBlacks.com

A helping 
hand
We provide a wide range of legal services to 
owner managed businesses and
individuals. 

From corporate and 
commercial to employment law as well as 
services for individuals such as wills, trusts 
and property transactions. 

Whatever your needs - we’ve got you 
covered.

Call us on (0113) 227 9202 or email us at 
Hello@LawBlacks.com 
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the Life of a MUA AT 
Fashion fiesta
Hi! I’m Mollie and I’m a makeup artist from West Yorkshire. I have 
taken part in Fashion Fiesta as a Makeup Artist in both the 2016 
and 2017 shows, and I can’t describe what a building block in my 
career it has been for me. My first year taking part was back in early 
October 2016. I had just started my first year of my degree in Fashion 
and Editorial Makeup and I saw the advert for makeup artists on 
twitter. I applied online and even if it sounds cheesy: the rest was 
history.
 In the 2016 show, I teamed with a designer to create an 
ethereal Greek inspired makeup for her collection. I loved doing 
this makeup as it is my kind of style. On top of getting to be part of 
a great event, I got some amazing networking time with the other 
makeup artists and volunteers who were helping. Through talking to 
a makeup artist who was working next to me on the night I ended 
up getting a job as a makeup assistant on a pilot tv show, and a job 
as a makeup assistant again on a music video and tv advert.
 Of course, I was incredibly lucky to gain those experiences 
through Fashion Fiesta, and whilst the show can not promise the 
same for all applicants, what you are certain to receive is an amazing 
opportunity to network and get to know other likeminded people 
from your industry.
 The show is a great opportunity to get professional 
photographs of your work that are taken by various amazing 
photographers on the night.
 My second year at fashion fiesta was September 2017. After 
knowing the team who run the event for a year they kindly asked 
me to write a blog for the website, social media and program for the 
event, talking about makeup and skincare for the everyday working 
women. This was such a great opportunity to get my writing out 
there and get my work published on the Fashion Fiesta website.



 Last year the show introduced a makeup artist competition 
where makeup artists had the opportunity to create our own makeup 
look on one model before they walked down a catwalk in front of the 
judges. I was lucky to come 2nd in the competition and ended up 
winning a photoshoot with Charles Waller, one of the photographers 
from Fashion Fiesta. This was another great opportunity to get 
some pictures for my portfolio and create connections with a 
photographer.
 I’ve said the word ‘opportunity’ so much throughout this little 
piece, but I feel like that if I had to describe Fashion Fiesta with one 
word it would be ‘opportunity’. It’s amazing to network, create new 
contacts and for me personally, it has been a big building block in 
the start of my career.

Mollie Phillips, Freelance MUA and BACKSTAGE DIRECTOR

MAkeup: Mollie Phillips
Model: Tom Phillips

Photography: Sarah Lake



Music 

Brought to you tonight by Phatman Bibs.
Musician, Producer, DJ and music lover alike, PAtrick Bibby (Phatman Bibs) 
hails out of Leeds, West Yorkshire. Utilising a broad range of genres, his 
sound has been sculpted over years of dance, rave & hip hop events. 
Having spent a few years DJ’ing across venues in Newcastle and Leeds, he 

has had time to develop a unique sound that showcases 
an eclectic music library combined with a fiery passion 
for his craft. 

@phatmanbibs
For more information or bookings please contact 
pad.bibby@hotmail.com or text 07508723059



Let’s go out out!
Not ready to go home...? Neither are we!

Join us at our after party at the luxurious DoubleTree Hilton Sky Bar for 
the best view of our chosen host city tonight through floor to ceiling 
windows, showcasing breathtaking panoramic views of Leeds.

Time: 9pm onwards

Location: Granary Wharf, Leeds LS1 4BR
     (Ideally located right next to the train station if you’re   
      thinking “maybe just the one...”)
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Because of social media, we are now connected to everyone on Earth by 
just 4 degrees. Connect to 4 people tonight, and who knows where these 
new connections will take you?
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